BECOME A HARVEST LEADER!

What is a Harvest Leader?
Harvest Leaders are volunteers that are trained and equipped to lead small groups of volunteers to harvest excess produce from backyards and small farms.

What are the requirements?
Potential Harvest Leaders are experienced gleaners who...

- Have attended 10+ gleans
- Are comfortable with ladder work
- Have weekday morning availability
- Are willing to commit to 6 months of service
- Have a desire to get more involved with food rescue for our community!

How are Harvest Leaders trained?
- 90 minute virtual training presentation
- Background check process/paperwork
- Training “group glean” with cohort
- Harvest Leaders shadowed on first glean

This is so cool! How can I learn more?
We are here to answer questions or help you sign up to join the Harvest Leader team. Just send us an email at gleanslo@slofoodbank.org.
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